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A grand tale of beginnings, endings, and rebirth as the superhero clashes with the villains from his own past in this super-sized Fantastic Four anniversary issue! First, a time-travelling, cyber-enhanced Mutant X jumps to 1970s New York, where it finds the unstable mutants closest to its heart, all
gathered for the first time at its new "House of M," a haven designed to cure them of their conditions. But as these soulless creatures are still human, emotions are quickly stirred. And in the end, the fates of several different futures are decided. Want more Check out the latest issues of X-Men and

Avengers on the shelves today or read-up on previous events in our extensive collection of various X-Men comics! [ALL AGES] Fourteen years ago, Eddie Campbell and John Totleben took back the Spawn character from Todd McFarlanes grip. What would happen next? This miniseries aims to answer that
question. A new character, Eric Lehnsherr, is introduced, and is chosen by the legendary Eddie Campbell to be the new Spawn. Can Eric make a successful run at the title? Issues 1-4 were sold in a Spawn Box Set. Grab it now. This week, the staff of Fangoria spent the day with comics artists in our

personal lab, The Knob, where we picked their brains about everything from their artistic growth to the comics industry's ever-changing landscape. From their creative processes to the inspirations that keep them going, you'll want to check out what they had to say about their careers so far.
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The official word from CGC is that they were not created in order to be a variation, but that they were done by mistake. How the mistake was made is unknown but they were apparently never intended to be sold. Those that were sold are believed to be the official issues that were never
shipped. If you have any questions or know anything about these, please contact our CGC team by using their cgc@the-sequel.com or commenting here. A triumphant return of one of comics most powerful pairs, The two love birds from the Dark Phoenix Saga come face-to-face in X-Men:

Gold! In the first story, a young adult, trapped in a lifetime of X-Men: Gold permanence, is forced to abandon her seduction of Cyclops, and confront the reality that the mutant world is on a collision course for World War 3. Then, in an all-new story, Sam writes on his scrapbook of his
memories of his first date with Jean as he watches through a window from a different location. In the space between, Jean has her own memories of her first date with Sam, and shes worried about his current plans. Want more Check out the latest issues of X-Men and Uncanny X-Men on the
shelves today or read up on previous events in our extensive collection of various X-Men comics! [ALL AGES] One of comics biggest angels returns to the pages of Superman! As Superman reaches out to the villain he was once in league with, an act of kindness gives Lex Luthor a chance to
make things right. Meanwhile, a familiar face from the Man of Steel will be coming to town in the form of Pete Ross and his Earth-shattering, mean-as-a-whip Bizarro. Want more Check out the latest issues of Superman and Supergirl on the racks today or read-up on previous events in our

extensive collection of various Superman comics! [ALL AGES] 5ec8ef588b
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